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STEPLENGTH OPTIMIZATION AND LINEAR MULTIGRID METHODS 

Summary 

Arnold Reusken 

Faculteit Wiskunde en Infonnatica, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 

Postbus 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Recently steplength parameters have been used in linear multigrid methods. In this paper we give 

a theoretical analysis of the effects of steplength optimization in a rather general framework 

which covers two different implementations of steplength optimization in standard multi grid 

methods. 



Introduction 

Recently steplength parameters have been used in multigrid methods, for example in [5], [2], [6], 

[4]. In nonlinear multigrid the steplength parameter takes eare of damping and for a suitable class 

of problems the nonlinear multigrid mcthod then convergcs globally; this is analyzed in [4]. In 

[2] and [5] steplength optimization is combined with multigrid for rather special linear problems, 

for example in [2] it is used to overcome negative effects caused by a phenomenon called lock· 

ing. In [6] there are some numerical results showing that steplength optimization leads to a 

significant improvement of a multigrid V-cycle used for solving the standard 2-D Poisson equa

tion. 

In this paper we present some theoretical understanding of the effect of steplength optimization in 

linear multi grid methods. To the author's knowledge there is no other paper in which a theoreti

cal analysis of this effect is given. 

We restrict ourselves to linear symmetric positive definite problems and we consider steplength 

optimization in a rather general framework. In this general setting we prove some results concern

ing the effect of steplength optimization. We also show two different ways how multigrid 

methods fit into this framework, leading to two modified multigrid algorithms. 

Let U be a finite dimensional vector space, L : U -t U a symmetric positive definite operator, f 
an element of U and consider the problem of finding u * E U such that Lu '" = f. We will use the 

energy norm which is denoted by 11·11. Many iterative solution methods are based on a bilinear 

mapping ~(u,f) = Mu + Nf with N = (I -M)L -1 and IIMII < 1. It turns out that d = ~u,f) - u 

is a descent direction from u with respect to the energy functional. Therefore it makes sense to 

replace ~(u,f) by u +'t(~(u,f)-u) with an optimized 'to The error iteration operator of this 

modified method is denoted by F. To be able to prove some results we restrict ourselves to error 

iterations M which are symmetric (w.r.t. the energy inner product) and positive semi-definite. A 

straightforward analysis shows that max{IIF(v)1I I v E U, IIvU = I} S;; IIMII (2-IIMII)-l, so for 

IIMII « 1 there is an improvement of about a factor 2 for the worst case error reduction. 

To gain more insight we make use of accumulative weight functions with respect to an eigenvec

tor basis of M. If the starting error v is such that it has components only in eigenvector directions 

corresponding to eigenvalues in [cxlIMII, 11M"] (a E [0,1]) we prove that IIF(v)1I S;; 

(l-IIMII)-l (1-0.) (1 +a.r1 IIMvll. So for IIMII « 1 we gain about a factor (1-0.)(1 +a.r1 by 

steplength optimization. Of course in practice we will (almost) never encounter errors that have 

components only in the upper part of the spectrum. We are interested in the improvement for 

errors which have large components corresponding to the upper part of the spectrum and small 

components in the remaining part of the spectrum (in general the error after some iterations of ~ 

has this property). Using some technical arguments we prove a result for this perturbed situation 

too. 

We consider two concrete situations which fit into the general framework. First for the basic 

iteration ~ we take a symmetric V-cycle or W-cyele multigrid method. Then we study a V-cycle 

with steplength optimization on the one but finest grid. 
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2. General iterative methods combined with steplength optimization 

In this section we introduce an easy modification of general linear iterations for solving sym

metric }X>sitive definite problems. 

Let U be a finite dimensional real vector space with scalar product <. " >, and let L : U ~ U be 

a linear symmetric }X>sitive definite operator. With L we associate the energy inner product 

(u,v) = <.Lu,v> and corres}X>nding norm lIull = (u,u)t . 

Now consider the following problem: givenf E U fmd u* E U such that Lu'" = f. 

Many (classical) iterative methods for solving such a problem are of the form ui +1 = cp(ui,/) with 

~(u'" ,I) = u'" and ~ bilinear. A useful representation is ~(u.f) =Mu + NI. with N = (/-M)L -1. 

We only consider methods for which the error iteration operator M satisfies IIMII < 1. 

Let E be the energy functional E(u) := t <Lu,u> - <I,u> = t (u,u) - (u'" .u) = 

i Uu-u"'112 - i Uu"'U2
, Naturally u'" satisfies E(u*) = min{E(u) I u E U}. If for vectors u.d we 

have that (u-u'" .d) < 0 then d is a descent direction from u (Le. 3to > 0: Vt E ]O.to]: 

E(u+td) <E(u». Corresponding to a descent direction d there is an optimal steplength 'l such 

that min {E(u +td) I t E lR} = E(u+td). This 't = 't(u* ,u,d) is given by 

'" _ (u'" -u,d) 
'l(u ,u,d) - (d,d) . 

Now note that for d = ~(u,f) - u (with u :t- u*) the following holds: 

(u-u* ,d)= (u -u'" ,Mu + (I -M)u* -u) =-(u -u"', (I -M) (u-u"'» < O. 

So this d is a descent direction and the optimal 't is given by 

't(1l,/)= (u'" -u, cp(u./)-u) = <[-Lu, cp(u,[)-u> 
IIcp(u,f)-uIl2 <L(~(u,f)-u), ~(u,/)-u> 

These elementary obselVations lead to the following modification of the basic method cp. Given u 
and/we compute F(u./) as follows: 

(1) u 1 := cp(u,f) 

(2) 't := <I-Lu, u l_U> <L(u 1_ u), u 1 >-1 

(3) F(u./):= u +'l(u1-u). 

Remark 2.1. The additional work due to the steplength parameter consists of computing 

u 1 -u, L(u 1 - u), Lu - I and about three inner products. Often the defect Lu - fhas already been 

computed during the execution of ~. Also notc that the additional work is less in case u = O. We 

will return to computational aspects later on (see section 4). 
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In the following Lemma we give some very elementary proPerties of F and t. 
Lemma 2.2. Take u and u* = L -1 f in U with u -:f:. u* . Then the following holds: 

(a) (F(u,f) - u* ,F(u,f) - cp(u,f» = (F(u,f) - u'" , cp(u,f)-u) = 0 

(b) t(u,f) = t(u -u* , 0) = t(O,f-Lu) 

(c) F(u,f)-u* =F(u-u"',O) 

(d) if M is symmetric (w.r.t. ( ••• ) ) and positive semi-definite then t(u,f) ~ 1. 

Proof (a). This holds because the error after steplength optimization (F(u,f)-u'" ) is orthogo
nal to the descent direction (cp(u,f)-u ). 

(b) Notethat cp(u,f)-u=cp(O,L(u"'-u»=(I-M)(u*-u), so 
t(u,f) = (u* -u, (I -M) (u* -u» 11(/ -M) (u'" _u)II-2• 

(c) F(u,f) - u* = u + t(u,f)(cp(u,f)-u) - u'" 

=u-u* +t(u-u*,O)(cp(u,f)-u* -(u-u*» 

= u - u* +t(u -u*, O)(cp(u-u* ,0) - (u -u*» 

=F(u-u* ,0). 

(d) t(u,f)-l = (M(u'" -u), (I -M) (u'" -u» U(I -M) (u* _u)II-2 ~ O. 

3. Improvement due to step length optimization 

o 

From Lemma 2.2(c) we see that the error iteration of the modified method is given by 
v -+ F(v, 0). We define the (nonlinear) error iteration operator F by F(v) =F(v, 0). In this sec
tion we analyze the effect of steplength optimization, so we consider IIF(v )IIIIMvll-1 • 

In the remainder of this section we denote Ker(M) by K. 

Lemma 3.1. If v E K then F (v) = O. For all v E U\K the following holds: 

IIF(v)1I =IIMvll II vII (1- (Mv, v)2 )t. 
11(1 - M) vII IIMvll2 IIvllz 

Proof. IIF(v)U2 = (F(v), F(v» = (F(v), v +t(v, O)(cp(v, O)-v» 
= (F(v), v) (use Lemma 2.2(a» 
= (v + t(v, 0) (cp(v, O)-v), v) 

=lIvll2 +11(1 -M)vll-2 (v, (l-M) v) «M -I)v, v) 
=Uvu2 -11(1 -M)vU-2 (v, (I _M)v)2 

=11(1 -M)vll-2 (IIv1l2 11Mv1l2 - (Mv,V)2). 

So if Mv = 0 then F(v) = 0, and if Mv -:f:. 0 then 
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IJ 

Corollary 3.2. For all v E U\K the following holds: 

1 (1- (Mv. v)2 i- < IIF(v)1I < 1 (1 (Mv. v)2 )' 
1 + liMit "Mv1l 2 IIvU2 2 - IIMvU - 1 -IIMII - IIMvl12 IIvU2 '2. 

H M is symmetric positive semi-definite then these inequalities still hold if the term 1 + ~IMII is 

replaced by 1. 

Assumption 3.3. In the remainder of this section we assume that M is symmetric with respect to 

( •• ' ) and positive semi-definite. 

We now introduce a class of functions that will be used in Theorem 1 below. 

ForllE ]0.1 [let gIL E C([O.I]) be defined by gl1(x)=x(1-x2)t {IJ.(IJ.-2)x2 + 1)-t . Straightfor-

ward analysis leads to the following properties of g 11: 

g,,(O)=g,,(1)=O; 'VXE [D,l] : gJ1(x)S;x ; gltE C1([D.1D ; 'VXE [D.(2-1l)-t [ : 

g/(x»D; 'VXE ](2-1l)-t,1 [: g/(x)<D ; gJ1«2-llrt) = (2-llr1
• 

Theorem 1. Let A := IIMIL The following holds: 

(a) for all v E U\K: 

IIF(v)1I < A (..!... IIMvll )< _A_ 
IIvll g). A IIvU - 2-A 

(b) if v E U\K and Il E ]D,A] are such that IIMvll2 S; f.l(Mv, v) then 

IIF(v)1I S; (l.. IIMv" ) < _li_ 
IIv" IlgJ1 Il II vII - 2-1l' 

Proof. The result in (a) is a consequence of (b). because for all v E U we have that 

IIMvU2 S; A,(Mv. v). 

The proof of (b) runs as follows. Take v E U\K and Il E ]O.A] with I1Mvl12 S; Il(Mv, v). Let 

m := UMvl12 II V 11-2 and n:= (Mv. v) IIvll-2, then l.. m S; n S; mt S; Il holds, and applying Lemma 
Ii 

3 .. 1 results in 
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IIF(v)l12 =m 1 (1- n2
)= m-n

2 
• 

IIvll2 1-2n+m m 1-2n+m 

One easily verifies that for x E [l m, mt] the function x -t 1 m ~x2 is positive and decreas-
JJ. - +m 

ing, so 

IIF(v)1I2 < 
IIvU2 -

1 2 m- 2 m 1. 

JJ. =JJ.2 ~ (1- ~)(J,J.(J,J.-2) ~ +1)-1=JJ.2 (g".(m
2 

»2. 
1-2 l m+m JJ. JJ. J.L JJ. 

JJ. 

This proves the first inequality in (b). The second inequality follows from the properties of g". 

mt 
(use that OS - S 1). 0 

JJ. 

Remark 3.4. From Theorem 1 we conclude that if IIMII = A.« 1 (e.g. multigrid methods) then 

max {IIF(v)lIlIvll-1 I v E U\K} S _A._ ::: 1.. A.. So the worst case error reduction for the modified 
2-A. 2 

method is at least about a factor 2 better than for the basic method. Using Lemma 3.1 or Theorem 

1(b) it is also clear that if v is an eigenvector of M then F(v) = O. Another natural result is that for 

all v UF(v)IIS IIMvll holds (use (a) and gi..(x) S x). 

Accumulative weight functions. To get more insight in the effect of steplength optimization, 

we will use accumulative weight functions with respect to an eigenvector basis of M. Let 

{vi I j = 0,1 •... , n} be an orthonormal basis (w.r.t. ( .• ' » of eigenvectors of M corresponding 

to eigenvalues A.i with OS Ao S A.l S ... S A.n =: A. < 1. For V c IR let Py be the orthogonal pro

jection on $ {Vj I A.i E V} (if oeM) (') V = 0 then Py := 0). For a E [0,1] we denote P [ai..,i..] by 

Pa. (so Po=/). For v E U\{O} the accumulative weight function 'Vv: [0,1] ~ [0,1] is given by 

'Vv(t) = liP, vII II vll-l . Note that 'Vv(O) = 1 and that 'Vv is non-increasing. Oearly, if IIvll = 1 and 
n 

v = L Ci Vi then 'Vv(t)2 = L ct with I(t) = {j E IN I A.j ~ tA.}. 
i=<> ie 1(1) 

Lemma 3.5. Let v E U\K and a E [0,1] be such that 'ljfv(a) = 1. 
1 1-0. 

Then IIF(v)IIS I-A. 1+0. IIMvll holds. 

Proof. We recall the well-known Kantorovich ineqUality: for any positive weights (Yi)oSiSk and 

any positive numbers (Xi)oSiSA: with the constraint 0 <A S XiS B (OS iSk) the following 

holds: 

Take v E U\K and a E [0,1] with 'V\I(o.) = 1. Then 
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IIMvll2 (Mv, vr2 IIvll2 = ( r, cr ')..,T> ( r, cT ')..,ir2 ( r, cT) 
j e /(a.) i e l(a.) j e /(a.) 

with J(ex.)={je IN I Aj~aA}. Now use the Kantorovich inequality with Yi=ctAj, Xj=Aj, 

A = aA, B = A.. This yields 

(*) 

Using Corollary 3.2 results in the following: 

IIF(v)!1 :s; _1_ (1- (Mv, v)2 )t S; _1_ (1- 4a )t = _1_ I-ex.. 
IIMvll 1-').., IIMvU2 UvU2 1-').., (1 +a)2 I-A 1 +a 

[J 

Remark 3.6. As an example take a = ! in Lemma 3.5, and assume A« 1, then for v e U\K 

with 'I'\I(!) = 1 we have that IlF (v)1I S; ~ IIMvl!. So we obtain an improvement due to steplength 

optimization by at least a factor 7 for vectors v which have components only in the upper quarter 

of the spectrum. Note that this result does not depend on the value ",,,(x) for x e ] ! . 1]. 

A comparison of the results of Theorem 1 (a) and Lemma 3.5 yields the following. H we want a 

bound on IIF(v)U Uvll-1 that is uniform in v e U\K then the result of Theorem l(a) is preferable. 

For errors v which have components only in the upper part of the spectrum of M the result of 

Lemma 3.5 is preferable. The latter can be illustrated by the following example. Take v e U\K 

with IIvll = 1 and ",,,(1-~) = 1 for ~ with 0 < ~ « 1. Then Theorem l(a) yields (assuming 

A« 1) 

IIF(v)1I S; AgA. (IIMvll )::.: ').., UMvll (1- IIMvll2 )1 < (1-(1- ~)2)t UMvll = ~t (2 -~t) IIMvll 
A A ')..,2 - , 

whereas Lemma 3.5 results in IIF(v)1I S; 1 ~A 2-~ IIMvll::.: ~ IIMvl1. 

Of course in practice we will (almost) never have errors v with components only in the upper part 

of the spectrum. It is more realistic to consider v which have (very) large components in the upper 

part of the spectrum and (very) small components in the remaining part of the spectrum. A result 

that can be used for this more general situation is given in Theorem 2 below. In order to prove 

that Theorem we first give 3 Lemmas. In essence the proof of Theorem 2 consists of combining 

Lemma 3.5 with a perturbation argument. 

Lemma 3.7. Take ex.,~ e [0,1] with as; ~. For all ve U with P ex V = v and Pp v ¢ 0 the fol

lowing holds: 
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Proof. Take a,~E [0,1] with a~~ and VEU with Pav=v, Ppv;tO. Let VI:=Pp V, 

V2:=V-Vl' SO V2=0 if P=O, V2=P[O.P),[v if ~>O. 
One easily verifies that 

(M v2, V2) . IIv2112 IIMv2"2 
-~--=-~ mm{a -- • }. 
(MvJ, Vt) IIV1112 IIMv l ll2 

Now note that: 

IJ 

Lemma 3.8. Take P E ]0,1] and mE IN, m ~ 1. Let Pi = P ~ (i =0, 1, ... ,m). For all 
m 

V E U with P p v ;t 0 the following holds: 

(Mv,v)2 (M Pp v, Pp v)2 m-l IIP PI•1 
vlf~ 

IIMvll2 IIvll2 ~ 11M P p vII2 liP P vII2 1] (Pi + (1- Pi) liP p; vI12 ). 

Proof.' We combine Lemma 3.7 with an induclion argument. We will prove that for 

k = 1,2 •... , m the following holds (with v E U , P II v ;t 0): 

(Mv,v)2 > (M PPl V, Pill v)2 k-l . + 1- . IIPp'+1 vll
2 

IIMvll211vIIZ - 11M P
ISt 

vII2 11Pp, vII2 rl (~, ( P,) IIP
pl 

vll2 ). 

Taking k = m then proves the statement of the Lemma. 

(*) 

The result (*) for k = 1 follows from Lemma 3.7 by taking ex = 0 and PI = P ..!.. instead of p. Now 
m 

assume that (*) holds for a k with 1 ~ k < m. Applying Lemma 3.7 with ex = Pk, Pk+l instead of P 
and P Pl V instead of v yields 
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Combining this with the result (*) for k then gives (*) for k + 1. [] 

1 P 
Lemma 3.9. Take p E ]0,1]. For v E U let W(v,P):= ~(l-'I'v(~» I 'l'v(X)-'I'v(~)dx (conven-

tion: W(v, P) = 1 if 'Vv@) = 1). 

For all v E U with 'l'v(~);;:: ~ the following holds, with ~i = ~ ~ : 

m-l liP PI 1 vll2 1 
liminfII @i+(1-~j) + 2);;:: 1-2 (-(A) -l)(1-PW(v,~». 
m~~ i~ np~vll ~p 

Proof Take ve U\{O} , me IN, ~i = ~ J.- (i = 0,1, ... , m). Note that 
m 

IIPp;+1 vII 

IIPp; vII 
= 

'Vv(~i+l) 

'l'v(~i) . 

If 'l'v(~) = 1 then 'l'v(~i) = 1 for i = 0,1, ... , m and both sides of the inequality are equal to 1. 

Now assume that ~ S 'l'v(P) < 1. We use the notations 'Vi = 'I',,(Pi) and 8'1'i+l = 'l'i - 'Vi+l' Then 

liP fJI+l vn2 'l'T+l 'l'T - 'VT+l 
---=--=1----

liP Pi vll2 'VT 'Vf 

= 1- 8'1'i+l ('Vi + 'V;+I) ;;:: 1 _ 2 8'Vi+l . 

'VT 'l'i 

So 

= IT (1 - 2 8'Vi+l (1- Pi»' 
i=O 'l'i 

Ie Ie 
Note that for reals cj>j (OSjS k) with OS cj>jS 1 the inequality II (1-cj>j);;:: 1- I.: cj>j holds. 

j=O j~ 

This inequality is applicable with ell; = 2 8'Vi+l (1- f3i), because 
'Vi 

8'1'i+l 2(1-'I'v@» 2 
OS 2 ~ (l-f3i)S 'l'v(~) S 1 (use that '1',,(13);;:: "3)' Thus we get 
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m-l IIPpl I vll2 m-l O\jfi+l 2 m-l 
IT (~i + (1-~i) + 2):i:! 1- 2 L -- (1-~j):i:! 1--- L O\jfi+l(1-~i) 
i=O liP 1\ vII ;=0 \jfi \jf1/(f3) i=O 

2 m-l 
= 1- -rR') [\jfo(l-~o) - L \jfi(~i-~i-l)- \jfm(l-~m-l)] 

\jf1/\jJ ;=1 

2 1 m-l 1 = 1--- [1- ~ - L \jfj -\jfm(l-~)- ~ - \jfm] 
\jfv(f3) m i=1 m 

21 m 
= 1 - -- [1- ~ - L \jfj - \jfv(~) (1- ~)] 

\jfv(~) m i=1 

I] 

1 P 
Remark 3.10. The tenn W(v. p) = ~1-\jfv(~» J \jfy(x) - \jfv(~) dx e [0.1] in Lemma 3.9 meas-

ures the weight distribution in [0, ~A]. To illustrate this we consider two extreme situations. If 
most of the total weight in [0, Pl.] (Le. the total weight corresponding to eigenvalues in [0, ~A]) 

corresponds to eigenvalues in [0,£1.] with 0 < £ « P then (1-\jfv(p)r1 (\jfv(x) - \jfv(~» «1 for 
x E [£.P] and thus W(v. P) « 1. If most of the total weight in [O,PA] corresponds to eigenvalues 
in [(f3-e) A.. pI.] then (1-\jfv(~»-l (\jfv(x)-\jfl/(P» ::: 1 for x E [O,p-e] and thus W(v. p)::: 1. 

2 Theorem 2. Take v E U\K. For all p E ]0,1.] with \jfv(P):i:! '3 the following holds (with 

W(v. P) as in Lemma 3.9): 

() nF(v)1I < _1_ [1- 4P 
a IIMvll - 1-1. (1 +pi 

(b) IIF(v~1 S; _1_ [1- 4P 
IIMvll I-A. (1+p)2 

(c) if there is an a E lP.l] such that P ~i...ai..[ V = 0 then (a) holds with the term (1 :~)2 
4a 

replaced by 2 . 
(l+a) 

Proof. Corollary 3.2 yields 

IIF(v~1 < _1_ 1- (Mv.vi t 
IIMvl1 - 1-A. ( IIMvU2 IIv1l2 ) . 

(1) 

Combining Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 (note that \jfl/(P):i:! ~ implies Pp v*' 0) results in 
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Using the Kantorovich inequality as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 results in 

(M Pf> v, Pf> v)2 > 4~ 
11M P f> vl12 liP f> vJl2 - (1 + p)2 . 

(3) 

Combining (I), (2) and (3) proves (a). Then (b) is trivial, using the fact that W(v,~) ~ O. If a is as 

in (c) then Pf> v =P ex V and the lower bound in (3) can be replaced by 4a 2' Combining this 
(1+a) 

result with (1) and (2) then yields the result of (c). IJ 

Remark 3.11. Oearly the result of Theorem 2 is a generalisation of Lemma 3.5: if 'I''II(P) = 1 

then Theorem 2(a) and (b) yield IIF(v)lI:S; _1_ 1-~ IIMvll. Theorem 2 gives results which 
I-A 1+1-' 

show that a significant improvement due to steplength optimization will occur for vectors v with 

most of the weight corresponding to eigenvalues in the upper part of the spectrum (cf. Remark 3.6 

and examples below). The result in (b) is a very robust one: it depends only on'l''II@) and not on 

'l'v(x) for x ¢ p. Taking into account a measure for the weight distribution on [O,PA], namely 

W(v, ~), gives the result in (a). This result is not very sensitive to the precise value of W(v, P) (cf. 

Example 1 below). The result (c) can be used in situations where there is a gap in the upper part 

of the (effective) spectrum. We will give an example of this below too. 

Examples. We give some examples to illustrate the results of Theorem 2. In all these examples 

we assume A « 1. Then the actual improvement due to steplength optimization is given by the 
. (Mv v)2 I 

factor lffiP(V):= (1- J1MVII~ IlvIl2 )2" (cf. Corollary 3.2). In Theorem 2(a) we have the upper 

bound up(v, P) := [1- (1 :~)2 {l-2 ('I'v~~) -1) (1- P W(v, ~»} ]t . The examples below hope

fully give some more insight into this term. In all the examples we clwose ~ = ! ' so the "upper 

part" of the spectrum is identified with the upper quarter of the spectrum. 

Example 1. In Table 1 the upper bound up(v, !) is given for some values of W(v, !) and 

3 3 3 1 
'l'v("4)' If '1'1'("4) = 1 then up(v, "4) = "7 =0.14. 
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Table 1. 3 
'l'v(4) 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.85 0.90 

3 
W(v'4) 

0.93 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.29 0.27 0.26 

0.95 0.35 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.23 

0.97 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.20 

0.99 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 

From this table we see that up(v, !) is very sensitive to changes in 'l'v(!) and much less sensi

tive to changes in W(v. !) (of course this can also be seen from the formula for up(v, !». So 

more weight in the upper part of the spectrum strongly affects the result whereas there is robust

ness with respect to the weight distribution in the lower part of the spectrum. 

Example 2. Applying the basic iterative method $ corresponding to M (cf. section 2) results in 

errors with more and more weight in the upper part of the spectrum. We illustrate this by the fol-

lowing example. Assume uniformly distributed eigenvalues of M : Ai = i. A i = 0,1 •...• n. Let 
n 

w:= l: Vi be the starting error and Wk :=Mkw, so Wk =Ak l:(i.)k Vi. The weight function 
i~ i~ n 

'l'w. (I) of Wk is denoted by 'l'k(t). Straightforward calculation shows that 

1 1 1 
l'I'k(I)2_(2k+l) Jx2k dx IS; (2k+l)-+O(z) (n-7co). We are interested only if 

t n n 

'l'k(t);::: ~ and then, for n large enough (k fixed), the relative error between 'l'k(l) and 

(l-t2k+1)t is small. Therefore Wk(t) :=(1-t2k+1)t is a useful approximation Of'l'k(t). In 

W(Wk. !) and UP(Wk. !) we replace 'l'k by Wk. resulting in W(Wk' !) and up(w,t. !) respec

tively. Simple calculation now yields the following table. 

Table 2. k 3 4 5 6 co 

'iik(! ) 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.99 1 

- 3 
W(Wk. 4) 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.93 1 

- 3 
UP(Wk. 4) 0.27 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.14 

Example 3. The term up(v.~) depends only on ~ and'l'v(l) for t e [0.\3]. So up(v.\3) = up(w,~) 
if 'l'v(t) = 'l'w(t) for IS; \3. We illustrate this by the following perturbation on Example 2. As in 

Example 2 we take uniformly distributed eigenvalues i. A. For ease we assume that 
n 
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m := ! n e IN. For fixed k and with a parameter ye [-1,1] let z(y) be a starting error with 

weights Ci = n-t (i = 0, 1, ... ,m-I), cm = (2k+ I)-t \jik(!)(! rk "1--(, Cm+l = .. , = 

C,,-l = 0, Cn = {2k + l)-t Wk(!)Y (with \jik as in Example 2). Taking Zk(Y) := Mk z(y) results in 

the following weight function (again approximating a sum by an integral): 

{ 

\jik(t) for t e [0. ! ] 
'iir.(y)(t) = 3 3 

Iyl \jikJ4 ) for te ]4,1] 

- 3 - 3 . So UP(Zk(Y). 4)= uP(Wkt 4) for all ye [-1,1] (Wk as m Example 2). 

Now in brief we pay some attention to the sharpness of the result of Theorem 2(a). We compare 

the upper bound UP(Zk(y). !) (or UP{Zk(Y). !» with the actual reduction factor imp(zk(Y». 

Consider qk:= [imp{zk(Yo))] [UP(Zk(YO), ! )r1 with Yo = ( ;)t (this choice is motivated by 

investigation of the Kantorovich inequality). Because of the regular distribution of weights and 
eigenvalues the term imp(zk(Yo» can be evaluated. Combination with the results of Table 2 (note 

that UP(Zk(YO), !) = up(Wk;t !» then gives the following table 

Table 3. 4 5 6 co 

0.71 0.80 0.87 1 

Example 4. If we take Y = 1 in Example 3 we get a model situation for what happens if we have 
a few weights belonging to large eigenvalues which in addition are well separated from the other 
eigenvalues (cf. the locking effect in [2], where the poor behaviour of the multi grid method is 

caused by a few low frequencies). Now we can apply Theorem 2(c) with ~ = ! . a = 1. This 

yields the following result, with %k:= zk(1) (cf. Example 3): 

IIF(zk)l1 1 3 1 3 3 I 1 A 3 
IIMzkll < 1-1.. [2 (Vza(4)- -1)(1-4 W(zk· 4 »lr =: I-A uP(Zkt 4 )· 

Now using Vr.{!) ::::'iiz.(!) =(1-(! )2k+1)t and W(Zk;t !):::: W(Wkt !) (cf. Example 2 and 

3) we get the following table: 
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Table 4. k 3 4 5 6 

UP(Zh !) 0.22 0.16 0.12 0.09 0 

So exploiting the infoIDlation about the gap leads to better upper bounds (compare Table 4 with 

Table 2). 

Example S. In this example we consider another eigenvalue distribution. We take the setting of 

Chapter 2 of Hackbusch's book [3]: the standard two-grid method applied to the one-dimensional 

boundary value problem -u"(x) = f(x) for x E ]0,1[, u(O) = u(l) = O. For the two-grid method 

with two pre- and two post-smoothings (damped Jacobi) with stepsize hi = 2-1-1 the nonzero 

eigenvalues of the error iteration matrix MJ are given by Aj = 112 g(i hl -1) (i = 1,2, ... , hl~l) 

with g(x) = 3 sin2(x ~) (1- ! sin2(x ~ ». We denote the corresponding eigenvectors by Vi. We 

64 
take I = 6 and as a starting error W = L Vj. For Wk :=M~ W we get the following table: 

i-1 

Table 5. k 1 2 3 4 

3 
'I'Wl('4) 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.99 

3 
W(Wh4") 0.88 0.94 0.96 0.98 

3 
UP(Wk, 4") 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.15 

The upper bounds here are smaller than in Table 2. Of course this is due to the fact that there are 

relatively many large eigenvalues (cf. graph of g). 

4. Steplength optimization in multigrid methods 

In this section we consider two concrete situations to which the analysis of section 2 and section 

3 applies. First we take for the basic method cp (cf. section 2) a symmetric V-cycle or W-cycle 

multigrid method. Then we consider a V-cycle with a steplength parameter on the one but finest 

grid. 

Note that the effect of steplength optimization depends on the distribution of eigenvalues and 

weights and not on the number of eigenvalues, so 1-D numerical examples can be illustrative for 

more general phenomena. 

Steplength optimization on the finest grid. Again, for ease. we take the setting of Chapter 2 in 

the book of Hackbusch [3] (cf. also Example 5 in section 3). We use 2 pre- and 2 post-
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smoothings, resulting in a good smoothing effect and in a basic iterative method with contraction 

number much smaller than one. We take 1=6 (h6 = 1~8) and a range of starting errors from 

very smooth to very rough. We use the energy nann to measure the error reduction (Euclidean 
nonn gives similar results). We take starting vectors and right-handsides such that we have start

ing errors um(Xj) = Xi sin(m xr 11:), with Xi = i h6 for i = 1,2, ... ,127 (m e IN is a parameter). 
Note that for X e [O,l] Um(X) =x sin(mx2 11:) has zeros o.j = (jlm)t for j =0,1.,.,. m. So the 

distance between successive zeros decreases from (.l)+ (between <Xo and o.t) to 1-(I-.l)+ 
m m 

(between 0",-1 and 0",), In the tables below we vary m and show results for the error reduction 
factor after 3 iterations of the basic method (ERFB := IIM~ umll Ilumll-l with M 6 the error iteration 
matrix of the W-cycle or V-cycle). We also show the error reduction factor of the modified 
method (ERFM). which consists of 3 iterations of the basic method followed by steplength 
optimization after the third iteration. For the two-grid method we can give some a priori numbers: 
in the worst case situation, namely a starting error equal to an eigenfunction corresponding to the 

largest eigenvalue, we get an error reduction factor after 3 iterations of about ( 112 )3 ::: 5.7910-4; 

if the starting error has equal components in all eigenvector directions corresponding to nonzero 
eigenvalues, then we get an error reduction factor after 3 iterations of about 

1 3 _ -4 
0.59(12) - 3.4110 . 

Table 6. W-cycle 

m 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

ERFB 0.0306 0.0672 0.882 3.13 4.99 4.92 3.84 3.05 X 10-4 

x 10-4 ERFM 0.0094 0.0376 0.148 0.339 0.348 0.250 0.361 0.372 

Table 7. V-cycle 

m 

ERFB 

ERFM 

1 5 10 15 

17.6 17.6 13.5 12.1 
1.19 0.924 1.30 1.01 

20 

8.56 
1.36 

25 

7.06 
1.16 

30 

4.59 

0.911 

35 

3.76 X 10-4 

0.855 X 10-4 

Remark 4.1. In the computations for Table 6 and Table 7 the number of arithmetic operations 
needed for the steplength parameter is comparable with the total number of arithmetic operations 
needed for computing one damped Jacobi iteration and two inner products on the finest grid. 
Using the steplength parameter is a fonn of post-processing, so implementing it into an existing 
multigrid code is often very easy. 
As expected, in both cases we see that the additional reduction due to steplength optimization 
varies a lot. Also note the nice complementary behaviour of basic iteration and steplength optimi
zation: if the basic iteration gives poor results the improvement due to steplength optimization is 
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largest. For example in Table 7 the e.r.f. of the basic method ranges from 3.76 10-4 to 17.6 10--4 

whereas the error reduction factors of the modified method are all about 10-4. 

Steplength optimization on the one but finest grid. We now consider a V-cycle with steplength 

optimization on the one but finest level. First we present the algorithm and show some numerical 

results, then we will give some analysis. We use the terminology as in the book of Hackbusch [3]. 

Algorithm. We take some fixed k e IN and assume spaces U/ = /R"" (O~ 1 ~ k) with n/ < n/+l 

and operators L/ : U/ ~ U,. Let Lk Uk = fir. be the problem we want to solve. 

For solving this problem we use a modified multigrid V-cycle procedure MMGM(k.u.flr.) (u e Uk 
is a given starting vector). For I e IN with 1 ~ k this procedure is as follows (we use the 

Euclidean inner product < , ». 
procedure MMGM (l,u,f) ; integer I ; array u,f ; 

if I =0 then u :=LOI * f else 

begin array v,d; 

U '- JVI (I) (u f)' .- pre,l , , 

d :=r * (LI- u-f); 

v := 0 ; MMGM(I-l, v,d); 
if 1 =k then v := <d,v> <LI-l * v,v>-I * v; 

u :=u -p * v; 

U '_Jv2(/) (u f) .- post,! , 

end; 

(*) 

Remark 4.2. The amount of computational work needed for the steplength optimization is very 

small: only one matrix-vector multiplication and two inner products on level k -1. If in (*) the 

condition "if I = k then" is deleted, we use steplength optimization on all coarser grids too, still 

with very low computational costs. The latter algorithm is harder to analyze. Often in our numeri

cal experiments the results for the two versions were about the same. 

Numerical experiments. We take the five-point discretisation of the Poisson equation in the 

square }O,l[x]O,1 [. Grids are related by hi =2-1-1 (1'C! 0). The finest grid corresponds to 
1 

k =4. hie: = -. 
32 

Note that in this positive definite symmetric situation the steplength optimization makes sense if 

we use a basic method with error iteration M for which IIMII < 1 (cf. section 2). 

Experiment 1. (as in section 4.4.1 of [3]). We take the standard nine-point prolongation and res

triction. We take VI (I) = v2(1) = 1 for 1 ~ 4. As a smoother (for pre- and post-smoothing) we use 

Gauss-Seidel red-black relaxation. Below we compare three methods, namely V-cycle, MMGM 

and W-cycle. For a given starting error we perform 5 iterations of each of these methods and we 

give the error reduction factor per iteration (using the energy norm). As starting error we take the 
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straight injection of the function xsin(ml1tx2)sin(m21ty2) with (m .. m2)e {(l,1), (3.10)}. 

The results are given in the following table: 

TableS. 

(m l.m2) = (l, 1) (m l.m2) = (3.10) 

iteration V-cycle MMGM W-cycle V-cycle MMGM W-cycle 

1 0.109 0.016 0.015 0.063 0.062 0.060 

2 0.110 0.024 0.024 0.059 0.051 0.051 

3 0.111 0.035 0.034 0.073 0.054 0.057 

4 0.112 0.039 0.044 0.085 0.055 0.061 

5 0.114 0.047 0.050 0.092 0.055 0.063 

Computing 15 iterations the maximal error reduction factors are 0.118, 0.059. 0.063 if 
(m}.ml)=(l,l) and 0.106,0.057.0.071 if (ml,m2) = (3,10). 

Experiment 2. (symmetric positive definite error iteration; Galerkin approximation). Here we 

take the components such that the conditions that we use in Theorem 3 below are satisfied. We 

use seven-point prolongation and restriction (then L/C-l = r L/cp), Vl (4) = 2. v2(4) = 0, 

VI (I) = V2(l) = 1 for 1 S 3. For pre-smoothing we use Gauss-Seidel with lexicographical ordering 

of the nodes and for post-smoothing we use Gauss-Seidel with reversed ordering of the nodes. 

Note that then the standard V-cycle with an equal number of pre- and post-smoothings yields an 

error iteration that is positive definite and symmetric with respect to the energy inner product. We 

use starting errors as in Experiment 1. The results are as follows: 

Table 9. 

(ml,ml) = (1,1) (ml,ml) = (3,10) 

iteration V-cycle MMGM W-cycle V-cycle MMGM W-cycle 

1 0.227 0.140 0.128 0.205 0.203 0.201 

2 0.229 0.116 0.086 0.218 0.196 0.189 

3 0.245 0.137 0.125 0.249 0.205 0.204 

4 0.259 0.147 0.139 0.270 0.211 0.217 

5 0.272 0.156 0.170 0.282 0.219 0.229 

Computing 15 iterations the maximal error reduction factors are 0.308, 0.258. 0.264 if 

(mhm2)=(1,1) and 0.296,0.247,0.254 if (mltmz) =(3.10). 
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Remark 4.3. In these experiments we see that the error reduction of the V-cycle with steplength 
optimization on the one but finest grid (algorithm MMGM) is comparable with the error reduc
tion of the W-cycle. This is what we obselVed in other experiments for the Poisson equation too. 

Analysis. We consider the algorithm MMGM in a more general frameworlc and then give some 

analysis. On the finest grid (corresponding to 1 = k) we make the following assumptions concern

ing the operators Lk" Lk-1• the restriction r = rk : Uk, -+ Uk-I. the prolongation 

P = Pic : Uk-l -+ Uk, and the error iteration Sir. of the pre-smoothing 'pTe,k (ad joints are taken with 
respect to the Euclidean inner product): 

Lk,=Lt>O. Lk-l=Lt-l >0. r=p*. Lk-1=rLkP. O<SrSkS/. (1) 

We denote energy inner products and norms by (. ,.) and 11·11 respectively (in Uk no index is 

added, while in U k-l we write ( •• ' )k-l and II· IIk-1 ). The error iteration matrix of the two-grid 
method on level k with VI pre-smoothings' pTe.k (VI fixed in the remainder) is denoted by T and is 

given by T = Q SkI with Q = I-p Li:I r Lk (an orthogonal projection w.r.t. ( •• ' ». Now let 

Ak-1 : Uk-l x Uk-l -+ Uk- 1 be a mapping which for a given (starting) vector u and right-handside 
g yields an approximation Ak- 1 (u,g) of Ur-l := Li:l g. We assume that Ak- 1 is such that for all 

u,g E Uk-I Ak-l (u,g) - Ur-l = Ak-1 (u -Ur-l, 0) =: Ak-1 (u - ut-l) and that Ak-I (0) = o. 
Now consider the follOwing iteration with approximate coarse grid correction: 

The error iteration of this method is given by 

T : v -+ Tv + P Ak-l (Lk-l r LkSk' v). 

IISk' vII 
II vii the effect of coarse grid correction is 

• . IITvll IIQ SkI vII 
In the two-gnd error reduction -'1- = 

vII IISk' vII 

IIQ SkI vII IITvll 
given by the term = E [0,1]. 

IISk' vII IISk' vII 

Using the properties of p, Q and Sk the following implications are clear: 

So for investigation of the effect of approximate coarse grid correction we can restrict ourselves 

to v with (l-Q)Stl v ':/! O. For such va measure for the quality of the approximate coarse grid 
correction is 

IITvl12 IIISk' vll2 -IITv112 IIISk' vl12 
q(v):= ---------

l-IITvI12/IISk' vll2 

Note the relations 

(2) 
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lI1'v82 = (l-q(v» IITvll2 + q(v) IIS~I vll2 (3) 

and 

(4) 

We now consider two different approximate coarse grid corrections. 

1. Ak- 1 corresponds to a basic coarse grid correction method for which the error iteration is 

linear positive semi-definite and symmetric w.r.t. (.,. )k-l. Note that a symmetric V-cycle 

on level k -1 (as in Experiment 2) satisfies these conditions. The error iteration 

v -+Ak-l(V) is denoted by Mk- 1 and the quotient q is denoted by qM. 

2. Ak-l corresponds to the basic coarse grid correction in 1, followed by steplength optimiza

tion. As an example one can take the MMGM as in Experiment 2. The error iteration 

v -+ At-l (v) is denoted by F"-l and the quotient q is denoted by qF. 

In the following Theorem the coarse grid corrections in 1 and 2 are compared by means of qM 

and qF. 

Theorem 3. Let the conditions in (1) be satisfied, and A := IIMk-lllk-l < 1. 

DefineE := {v E U" I (l-Q)S~I V ;to}. For all v E Ethe following holds: 

(a) 0$ qF(v)!;, qM(v)$ max {qM(v) I vEE} = 1.2• 

(b) F()< 1.
2 

q V - (2_1.)2 

(c) qF(v)!;, hl.(~ qM(v» qM(v) with hl.(x) = (l-x)(A(A-2)x+ trI. 
A 

For WE Uk- 1 let'l'w be the accumulative weight function with respect to an eigenvector basis of 

Mk-l as defined in section 3. For veE we denote Lk":l r Lk sil v by if. For ~ e ]0,1] let 

W(w,~) be as in Lemma 3.9. Take vEE with Mk- 1 v ;to. Then for all ~E ]0,1] with 
2 

'l'v(~)2! "3 we have: 

Cd) qF(v)!;, (1~A.)2 [1- 4~ 2 (l-2( ;R) -1)(l-~W(v,~»}]qM(v). 
(1 +~) 'l'v \t' 

Proof. The coarse grid corrections in 1 and 2 fit in the framework of section 2 and section 3 with 

MreplacedbyMk_l and FbyFk- l . We use the notation v = Lk":l rLkS~lv.DuetoLk_l=rLtP 
we have that for all we Uk-l IIpwlI = IIwllt-i. Combining this with (4) we get 

M 1lMk-l vlli-l 
q (v) = Ilvlli_I 

F IIFk- I (li)lli-l and q (v) - --.;;..-~ 
- Ilvlli_l 

Note that v -+ v is a sU1jection from Uk onto Uk- 1 and p : Uk-l -+ Uk is an injection. The 
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following holds: 

max {qM(v) I veE} = max {IIMk- 1 vlli-lllvlli:l I ve Uk.pv :t:O} 

= max {IIMk-l wlit-lllwlli:l I we Uk-It w ¢O} ='A2. (*) 

If veE is such that Mk_1(V)=0 then Fk_1(V)=O (use Lemma 3.1) and thus 
qM(v) =qF(v)= 0. Now we restrict ourselves to veE with v E Ker(Mk-l). 
Theorem l(a) then yields: 

qF(v)S '}.2 (gA,( ~ qM(viri 

This proves (c). Because max {hA,(x) Ixe [0, I]} =hA,(O) = 1 we have that qF(v)SqM(v); 

together with (*) this yields (a). Theorem l(a) also yields qF(v)S 'A2(2-'}.r2 which proves (b). 
The result in (d) is a direct application of Theorem 2(a). 0 

Remark 4.4. If '}. « IITII « 1 (as in W-cycles) the basic coarse grid correction gives good results 
(cf. (3) and convergence results for multigrid W-cycles) and the improvement due to steplength 
optimization cannot be significant. We consider a situation in which IITiI < '}. « 1 (as is the case 
in V-cycles). 
Using (a) and (b) from Theorem 3 we see that max {qF(v) I veE} ~ t max {qM(v) I veE}. 

Note that in (c) the function hA, is decreasing so the ratio qF(v)/qM(v) becomes smaller (i.e. the 
improvement due to steplength optimization is larger) when qM(v) becomes larger. and in the 
extreme situation qM(v)='}.2 we have that qF(v)=O. For comments concerning the right
handside of (d) we refer to section 3. There we have seen that the upper bound for qF (v) qM (v rl 
as quantified in (d) is "small" when v has "large" components corresponding to the large eigen
values of Mk-l' We think that this is often the case in V-cycle situations in which the error reduc
tion is bad compared with the two-grid situation. The following argument lies at the root of this 
thought. It seems reasonable (cf. for example numerical experiments and convergence proofs) to 
associate the large eigenvalues of a symmetric V-cycle on level 1 with smooth eigenfunctions (i.e. 
smooth w.r.t the levell) and small eigenvalues with nonsmooth eigenfunctions. So if for the V

cycle on level k the reduction of an error v is relatively poor then v will be smooth (on level k) 

and v =Lk~l rLkSk' v will be smooth (on level k-l) too. But then v should have large com
ponents corresponding to the large eigenvalues of Mk- 1• We were not able to make this argument 
more quantitative due to the complex structure of a V -cycle. 

Remark 4.5. Using the result of Theorem 3(b) in convergence proofs for symmetric V-cycles 
one can improve the upper bounds if steplength optimization is used. First we recall some results 
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that can be found in the literature (e.g. [1], [3]). We assume that standard symmetry conditions 

and a suitable approximation property (involving a constant CA ) are satisfied. For the error itera

tion matrix M,t(v) of a two-grid method with v/2 pre- and v/2 post-smoothings and for the 

corresponding V-cycle error iteration matrix M,t/(V) there are the following bounds: 

if 1 < 1 +v < CA 

{ 

(l-C;.l)v 
IIMk(v)I1S 

CA T\o(v) 
VV 

if 1+V~CA. T\o(v)= (V+l)v+l' 

C 
IIM,t'(v)1I S C A 

A +v 

Note that lim CCA (CA T\o(v)r1 = t. 
V-+OO A +v 

Now in the symmetric V-cycle on level k we use steplength optimization on level k - 1. The error 

iteration is denoted by F/r.,v' Following the proofs of [1] or [3] and using the result in Theorem 

3(b) (cf. also (3» we get the following upper bound: 

{ 

(1-C-Al)v if 1 < 1 +v < -21 CA IIF/r.,v(w~1 
-..:..-- S C 

IIwll C A g(v) l'f 1 1+v~-2CA' A+v 

C 
So lim g(v) = e-t and thus lim (C A g(v» (CA T\O(v»-l = d . 

V-+QO V-+OO A +v 
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